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Submission 

Submit articles by email to Gregoria Frangas at gfrangas@fnrel.org. The spring deadline is February 15 and the fall 

deadline is September 15. Please submit the following to the Foundation: 

 

 Author Information: Author’s name; company or firm affiliation and title; and contact information, including 

e-mail address. 

 Manuscript: An electronic version of the article in MS Word.  

 Disclosure Information (if applicable): Any involvement of the author, or anyone in the author’s company or 

firm, in litigation or legislation discussed in an article must be disclosed.  Such involvement must also be noted 

in the footnotes to the article. 

 No Guarantee of Publication: There is no guarantee that submitted articles will be published. 

 

Editorial Process 

Every article submitted for publication in the Journal will be reviewed by the Journal’s Editorial Board. The 

editorial process generally follows these steps: 

1. Articles submitted should be ready for publication, and must conform to the Publication Standards set out 

below. Accuracy of both substantive content and citations is the sole responsibility of the author.  

2. The Foundation may further edit the approved article to conform to the Journal’s editorial style standards. 

3. If there are any changes from the original article submitted, the author will be provided the edited manuscript 

for review and approval before publication. If the revision is not acceptable, the author should inform the 

Foundation immediately. The article will be published only if a mutual agreement is reached. 

4. A standard license agreement must be executed by each author and returned to the Foundation. The license 

agreement allows the Journal to publish and distribute the author’s work in both print and electronic media. The 

author retains the copyright. 

 

Publication Standards 

 Content/Tone: Articles should be scholarly, practical, useful, and oriented to natural resources practitioners 

specializing in oil and gas, mining, public lands, water, and/or related environmental law. If an opinion is 

expressed, it should be made clear that it is the author’s, and should be based on cited authority. Writing about 

proposed legislation is not the focus of the Journal. 

 Citations: Citations should appear in numbered footnotes, not in the text of the article. Long string cites 

generally are not used. Cites to electronic databases (such as LexisNexis or Westlaw) are acceptable; if no other 

source is available for a case, provide the court, docket number, month, and date of the decision. Titles of books 

and periodicals should be italicized in upper and lower case, and titles of articles should be in quotes. For other 

citations, the Journal generally follows The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation.  

 Quotations: Lengthy quotations should be used only if necessary. Long quotations or excerpts of 50 words or 

more should be indented, without quotation marks. 

 Format and Length: Manuscript length should not exceed 15,000 words, and article titles should be no longer 

than twelve (12) words. Subheadings are encouraged, and should be a maximum of eight (8) words.  
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